
 
 

Dave Mallett “Artist In Me” North Road Records 
 
Through the 1990’s David Mallett delivered a solo album every couple of years, so it’s with some 
personal relief that he has, at last, made his first musical statement of the new millennium [following a 
four year long silence]. The recording finds Mallett treading unfamiliar as well as familiar territory, since 
“Artist In Me” is a self-release, on North Road Records, and marks the first occasion [spanning eleven 
albums] where Mallett is solely credited as producer. For openers, there’s a pair of new departures.  
 
If unfamiliar territory constitutes the new in Mallett’s thirty-year plus solo performing career, the ten 
recent compositions and “Red Red Rose” revisited, on “Artist In Me,” constitute familiar territory. Please 
note that you should not interpret my comment as passé, when I state that Mallett’s new songs are as 
listener friendly as the one hundred plus predecessors he has lodged in the public domain. As for further 
pursuit of familiar territory, the sepia toned, front liner photo features Dave wearing yet another in a long 
line of checked shirts, a fashion statement that dates back to the main liner photo on his 1978 self-titled 
debut disc. Recorded at home in Sebec, Maine, the support players on “Artist In Me” include bassist 
Michael Burd, who first played on a David Mallett album in 1983, and who has reappeared on his 
recordings from time to time ever since.    
 
The theme that permeates the opening track, “Didn’t Nobody Teach You,” is that of the practical lessons 
learned as you traverse this life. To paraphrase the writer’s words, “you can’t win every battle, the direct 
route saves time, and for however short a period, eventually, your time will come,” while the greatest 
lesson is that “you will never rise above, beauty and love.” Verse on verse, three scenarios are painted in 
“Like Me Without You,” and the first finds the narrator driving through a strange town where there are 
“Empty faces staring at me, Hungry people everywhere.” He quickly turns tail, but subsequently muses 
“Is it in the master plan, That there could be such broken hearted people.” The portrait of a shy man who 
lives alone, and the reality that our planet is in “such sad repair” and “dying slow and marking time” 
follow, Mallett’s summation being that a man’s life is hollow and empty, if it isn’t blessed by the love of a 
faithful woman.   
 
The album title song, finds Mallett contemplating his chosen career with, “I make my livin’ being lonely 
right out loud” and he goes on to reflect “Why am I awake when the whole world is asleep,” “People 
throw away all the things that I keep” and “Why do I still mourn the heroes of my youth.” As for the 
treasure that is found in being constantly faithful to his muse, Mallett attests “I know that beauty will set 
me free.” According to the liner, the lyric of “Old Blue Ox” was inspired by a Pauline Towne Mallett poem 
[David’s mother ?]. For anyone who journeys far from the place of their birth and returns years later – in 
this instance, half a century – memories become frozen in time, people don’t age, and the landscape 
remains unchanged. In truth time alters everything, and in a mere five-minute long conversation with a 
local resident, the returning son of the soil witnesses “fifty years just disappeared like minutes in his 
mind.” “Red Red Rose” previously appeared on Mallett’s now out-of-print album “Vital Signs” [1986], 
and this new reading is truly heartfelt.   
 
In “Livin’ On The Edge” David takes at tilt at politics and war, concluding that those ills, over time, have 
sorely tested the continued existence of America’s small towns. Opening with image of “good boys from 
my home town” marching off to the Civil War, Mallet moves on to home town losses in the two great 
wars and later, Vietnam – “that last mess we were in.” By way of surveying the future [while not 
specifically mentioning the location] he adds, “the gun boys they are gearin’ up to do it all again.”  
Elsewhere “Angel Standin’ By” focuses upon our ever present guardian angels, while, considering my 



fuller comments on other Mallett human existence songs in this collection, “Strange Life” is a somewhat 
self-explanatory title. “Slow Dance” is classic Mallett ballad, set in a dance hall, while “The Wind Is On 
The Water” hinges around that “perfect moment with the whole world standing still,” a time for a “man to 
speak of love.” “So Far, So Good,” was co-written with Nashville based publicist, Lance Cowan, and this 
road song draws this fine collection to a close.  
 
The eleven tracks are liberally blessed with David’s trademark harmonica intros and breaks, his 
mellifluous acoustic guitar work, plus there’s some subtle violin work from Susan Ramsey Crippen, 
particularly on “Like Me Without You.”  
 
Folkwax Rating 8 out of 10 
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